2008 NATURAL RESOURSE IDENTIFICATION AND REGULATION WORKSHOP
Wednesday, September 3, 2008
The 2008 MAPSS/MAWS/MASE Natural Resource Identification and Regulation Workshop will be held at
Reid State Park in Georgetown, Maine on September 3, 2008 from 9:00 am until 3:30 pm. Check-in will be in
the first parking lot (on the left) you come to on the way to Griffith Head (take the left fork in the road after
passing through the gate). You will be given a location map to sites you are to visit along with a list of
identification and regulatory questions you should attempt to answer. Assistants will be at each of the sites to
point out the resources (or sections of resources) you are to make determinations on and provide pertinent maps
for your review. You have from 9:00 am – 1:00 pm to visit the sites. After visiting the field sites, travel back to
the parking lot where you registered for a discussion of the natural resources by state and federal regulators, at a
pavilion reserved for the purpose, located at the end of a paved trail you walk on that exits from the parking lot.
Please bring your own lunch. There is no admittance fee at the park gate. Just tell them that you are
attending the MAPSS/MAWS/MASE workshop. Real life examples of what you can expect to learn at this
workshop include (but are not limited to): what is and isn’t a vernal pool, what is and isn’t a stream, what point
to start measuring for the shoreland zone, how to determine the normal high water mark of a stream, pond or
ocean, determining the wetland/upland boundary, determining the freshwater/coastal wetland boundary,
wetlands of special significance, wetland alteration permitting issues, setbacks, setbacks from significant
wildlife habitat, timber harvesting issues and what you can and can’t do on a sand dune. See attached workshop
description for more details.
The cost of the workshop is $25.00 for MAPSS/MAWS/MASE members or associate members and $40.00
for all others.
Check here if you are not a MAPSS/MAWS/MASE member or associate member and you want the $15.00
additional registration fee to be used for an associate membership.
Please send your checks, payable to MAPSS, to:
Andrew Carpenter
P.O. Box 361
Belfast, Maine 04915
For planning purposes, we ask that you register by September 1. Check www.mapss.org for background
information and updates.
Registration for MAPSS/MAWS/MASE 2008 Natural Resource Identification and Regulation Workshop
Reid State Park Seguinland Road, Georgetown, Maine

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: ______________________________ Email: ______________________________________
Number Attending Workshop: ______________ X $25.00 _________________
______________X $40.00______________

